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Introduction

Lumber and wood products continue to shrink, swell, and warp after kiln drying
as a result of changes in moisture content, such as those caused by changes in the
environmental conditions during transport, storage, and use. This is becoming an
increasingly important quality factor as customers and users become more demanding
and as the inherent properties of the raw material decline with decreasing harvest age.
Most appearance-grade markets value dimensional and warp stability, and certain other
lumber markets, for example, do-it-yourself products and treated decking, also prize
stability. Furthermore, new dimension-lumber products for high-quality builders, such
as premium-grade joists and studs, also require superior dimensional and warp stability.
A better understanding of warp instability and the factors governing it, as well as the
ability to quantify the instability of wood products, will enhance the capability of the forest
products industry to serve these important markets.

Warp instability has been studied in the past from both the experimental and
theoretical viewpoints. For example, earlier studies explored the links between drying
warp, kiln schedule, and certain lumber characteristics, such as knots, slope-of-grain,
and juvenile-wood content (Balodis 1972; Beard, et al. 1993; Milota 1992). While some
relationships were discovered, few practical applications have resulted. Others have
attempted to mathematically model the mechanical phenomena that govern warp
instability. The most general approach must consider elastic, shrinkage, creep, and
mechanosorptive elements, including their anisotropic variability and temperature
dependence. Such a model can be very complicated. Ormarsson (1995), for example,
follows along such lines.

This paper presents results from a study in which the warp of individual lengths
of lumber was carefully tracked over a range of equilibrium moisture contents. The
observed behavior is complex and highly variable, and it is shown that this can mask the
true warp instability characteristics of the lumber.

Materials and Methods

Lumber

The experimental results were gathered using sixty 16-foot western hemlock
2x4's obtained from a western mill. This lumber was manufactured and dried in the mill
using conventional production methods.
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Environmental Conditioning

The lumber was conditioned in a test kiln at four successive relative humidity
(RH) levels, 77%, 20%, 57%, and 90%, which correspond to equilibrium moisture
contents (EMC) of about 14%, 5%, 9%, and 18%db, respectively. Temperature was
maintained within the range between 75 and 90°F at each humidity level. The lumber
was stacked in the kiln on racks in individual layers, i.e., there was no restraining weight
on the lumber. At each relative humidity, the lumber was conditioned for no fewer than
8 weeks, and moisture equilibration was monitored by periodically weighing selected test
boards.

Dimensional and Warp Measurements

The crook, bow, and twist of each board were measured in the kiln-dry state, and
again at the end of each successive moisture equilibration period. Crook and bow were
measured using a special warp jig in which the displacement of the edge or face was
measured at every one-inch interval along the length of the board. In the discussion
below, the crook or bow of an individual board refers to the maximum recorded
displacement. Twist was measured as the elevation of one corner above a plane on
which the other three corners of the board were held.

Results and Discussion

Warp Distributions and the Effect of Lumber Moisture Content

Histograms showing the distribution of crook measured at 90%RH, kiln-dry, and
at 20%RH appear in Figures 1a, b, and c, respectively. For reference, the average
crook and the #1 grade limit for crook in a 16-ft. 2x4 (3/4") are shown in each of these
charts. Almost every board had some crook. Generally, crook was smallest in
magnitude at 90%RH, was larger at the kiln-dry condition, and was greatest at 20%RH,
as evidenced by the overall shift of the histograms from the low end of the crook scale
toward the high end. The trends with changing EMC for average crook, for maximum
crook, and for the percent of pieces that exceeds the #1 grade limit for crook are shown
in Figures 2a and b. All three of these indicators of crook instability rise with decreasing
EMC, and appear to do so at an accelerating rate. The dips appearing at 14% EMC in
the maximum crook and in the percent exceeding the #1 grade limit will be explained
below.

Histograms showing the distribution of twist measured at 90%RH, kiln-dry, and
at 20%RH appear in Figures 3a, b, and c, respectively. The average and #1 grade limit
are again shown in each chart. Twist is similar to crook in that it generally increases with
decreasing RH, but unlike for crook, a significant minority of boards had very little or no
twist. Furthermore, the shift of the histograms toward the higher end of the twist scale
with decreasing RH appears to be more pronounced. In Figures 4a and b, the trends
with changing EMC for average twist, maximum twist, and percent exceeding the #1
grade limit confirm that, as with crook, all three indicators of instability rise with
decreasing EMC. However, unlike for crook, the rate of rise in each trend is quite
steady.

Histograms for the bow measurements are not shown because the severity of
bow in these pieces was comparatively low, and none exceeded the corresponding limit
for #1 grade.
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FIGURE 1. Crook distributions in 16-foot 2x4 hemlock at different moisture
contents: a) 18% EMC, b) kiln-dry, c) 5% EMC.
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FIGURE 2. Effect of moisture content on average crook parameters for 16-foot
2x4 hemlock: a) average crook and maximum crook, b) percent of pieces exceeding the
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FIGURE 3. Twist distributions in 16-foot 2x4 hemlock at different moisture
contents: a) 18% EMC, b) kiln-dry, c) 5% EMC.
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FIGURE 4. Effect of moisture content on average twist parameters for 16-foot
2x4 hemlock; a) average twist and maximum twist, b) percent of pieces exceeding the
twist limit for #1 grade.

Warp Instability of Individual Lengths

The crook measured for each board at each EMC is plotted in Figure 5.
For each measurement, the edge of the board on which the maximum displacement
appeared was recorded. In Figure 5, crook is defined to be positive if the maximum
displacement appeared along the same edge as it did in the measurement at 90%RH;
if the maximum appeared along the opposite edge, crook is negative.

For the majority of pieces, crook increased in magnitude as the moisture content
was reduced from the highest EMC (see, for example, Figure 6a). However, for a
substantial minority of pieces, crook-decreased with decreasing moisture content. Such
behavior is responsible for the appearance of a dip in the trends shown in Figures 2a and
b. In many of these pieces, the sign of the crook reversed at some lower EMC, i.e., the
location of the maximum displacement switched from one edge of the board to the other
edge (this will be termed crook "inversion"). With yet further decrease in EMC, the
negative crook in such pieces then increased in magnitude (see, for example, Figure 6b).
Finally, for a few pieces, the crook changed very little over the range of EMC tested (see,
for example, Figure 6c).

One implication of crook inversion is that crook instability may be substantially
underestimated if the characteristic reversal in direction is not recognized and accounted
for. This factor is illustrated in Figure 7a (in which crook is defined to be positive if the
maximum displacement appeared along the same edge as it did at 20%RH). In this
example, the crook measurements at 14% EMC and at 5% EMC gave about the same
magnitude result, but because of inversion, the crook was measured from opposite
edges. If the inversion were not recognized, this piece would appear to be quite stable
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between these two EMC's. In reality, there was a substantial change in crook, and the
piece is actually rather unstable.

Similarly, the average crook instability of a group of boards may be
underestimated if crook inversion is not taken into account. For example, Figure 7b
shows the average change in crook with increasing EMC determined in two different
ways, both relative to the average crook at 20%RH. The true average change in crook
at each EMC is determined by defining a positive or negative crook value for each piece
relative to the measurement at 20%RH, as in Figure 7a, and then averaging the results
at each EMC. If inversion is neglected and negative crook values are not recognized,
the apparent average change in crook with increasing EMC understates the true average
change.

Finally, crook inversion may make it difficult to infer the crook stability of a given
piece from the crook that exists at any particular moisture content. To illustrate, consider
the two boards whose crook instability behavior is highlighted in Figure 8a. At a kiln-dry
moisture content of about 12%, for example, one board had very little crook while the
other had moderately high crook. Yet, the board with little kiln-dry crook is quite
unstable, while the one with greater crook is relatively stable to changes in moisture
content. Another way to illustrate this point is shown in Figure 8b, which demonstrates
that there is little correlation between kiln-dry crook and the crook instability that exists
in the moisture range from 18 to 5% EMC.

Although they are not shown, the bow measurements and the characteristics of
bow instability were closely analogous to those for crook. Consequently, the same
implications for understanding the instability of crook that are illustrated in Figures 7 and
8 are also generally applicable to the instability of bow.
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FIGURE 5. Effect of moisture content on crook for individual lengths of 16-foot 2x4
hemlock.
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FIGURE 6a. Effect of moisture content on crook for one length of 16-foot 2x4 hemlock
(board #31).
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FIGURE 6b. Effect of moisture content on crook for one length of 16-foot 2x4 hemlock
(board #2).
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FIGURE 6c. Effect of moisture content on crook for one length of 16-foot 2x4 hemlock
(board #11).

The twist measured for each board at each EMC is plotted in Figure 9a. Twist was
defined to be positive if, when the far end of the piece was held horizontal, the near end
of the board was deflected in the clockwise direction (when viewed on end). If, on the
other hand, the near end of the board was deflected in the counterclockwise direction,
the twist was defined to be negative (Figure 9b). In the majority of pieces, twist was
positive throughout the range of EMC studied, while a minority of pieces exhibited
negative twist in all measurements. Reversals of twist direction with changes in EMC
were not observed, except in pieces with very low levels of twist.

Because the direction of twist was either consistently positive or consistently
negative in any given piece, the relation between EMC and average absolute twist (i.e.,
neglecting the direction of twist rotation) provides a fairly accurate indication of the true
average change in twist with changing EMC (Figure 10a). Furthermore, as shown in
Figure 10b, the twist of a board at a particular moisture content is reasonably indicative
of its twist instability over a moisture content range.

Modeling Warp Instability

Ongoing work is aimed at modeling warp behavior in order to develop the
capability to assess warp instability and to identify unstable pieces in the lumber
manufacturing process. The approach used describes warp behavior using a
mathematical model of the mechanical response of lumber to changes in moisture
content (Figure 11). This response is governed by a variety of lumber characteristics,
including modulus of elasticity (MOE), grain angles, density, and shrinkage, among
others. When the governing properties are accurately determined, the predicted
response to moisture content change (warp instability) is very similar to the observed
behavior, as illustrated for crook in Figures 12a and b. Consequently, it may be possible
to assess the warp instability of lumber from measurable properties and characteristics.
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FIGURE 7a. Difference between apparent crook and true crook in a board exhibiting
crook inversion (board #2).
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FIGURE 7b. Difference between apparent and true average crook instabilities in 16-foot
2x4 hemlock.
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FIGURE 9. Effect of moisture content on twist for individual lengths of 16-foot 2x4
hemlock
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FIGURE 11. Mathematical modeling and prediction of lumber warp instability.
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FIGURE 12. Experimental verification of crook instability predictions (8-foot lumber).

Summary

The relationships of crook, bow, and twist to moisture content are complex and
highly variable from board to board. Because crook and bow may invert with changes in
moisture content, the instability of individual pieces, as well as that of a group of boards,
may be underestimated if inversion behavior is not accounted for. Assessments of twist
instability may be more straightforward because twist in individual pieces does not appear
to invert with changes in moisture content. Mathematical modeling indicates that warp
instability can be linked to certain governing lumber characteristics, suggesting that
instability can be assessed from property measurements and that it may be possible to
identify unstable pieces in the manufacturing process.
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